fer system by which the kilns are loaded and
discharged. Its present capacity will take
care of the cut of the mill operating on two
shifts.

The kilns already installed are of two

makes, six being furnished by the Moore Dry
Kiln Co. of Jacksonville, Fla., and Portland,
Oreg., and fourteen by the Northwest Blower
Kiln Co. of Portland, Oreg. These kiln buildings are uniform in construction. They rest

the power house, and from which point it extends to the power house, where the expansion is taken up.
Stacking Lumber for Kilns
The lumber intended to go through the
dry-kilns is pulled off the sorting chains and
piled in units which the monorail then carries to the stacker house, a building 125x140
feet in size, in which four Evans stackers fur-

a transfer system, which is able to take a
load the moment it is finished without interrupting the work on any of the other stackers

and transfer it to the dry kilns.
The advantage of this system is that it allows the lumber to be assembled uniformly
as to grades and lengths, in which manner
they are delivered to the kilns, thus insuring
better drying quality and 'securing greater
kiln capacity. The transfer system with its

SCRIBED AS LETTURED, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: (A) THE GREEN STORAGE SECTION WHERE SPRUCE BOX AND DIMENSION ARE

VANS" STACKERS. (D) THE MAIN SAWMILL UNIT. (E.-E.=E.-E.) TUE TWO OUTSIDE BUILDINGS UNDER (E) COVER TUE SORTING CHAINS

ADES (H-H-H-U-H). THE GREAT BUILDING WHICH CONTAINS FOUR DIVISIONS; THE PLANING MILL, THE DRESSED LUMBER
RS, AND THE "BROKEN UNITS" FOR MIXED CAR LOADING

upon a pile foundation, the piling being
spaced on 3-foot centers and staggered

inches from center lines. A concrete founda-

6

tion is built upon these pilings, upon which
the "I"-beam track supports in the kiln are
laid. From the tracks upward, the kilns are
of hollow tile walls and roof. The blower
system of the Northwest Blower kilns is located beneath the tracks leading from the
charging platform to the kilns, and steam is
delivered to all the kilns by an 8-inch pipe,
which is anchored opposite the kiln nearest

nished by the North Coast Dry Kiln Co., Seattle, Wash., are located. Here the monorail

deposits the units on dry-kiln trucks 4 feet
long. A transfer car facilitates the delivery
of any truck before the particular stacker by
which it is to be handled. Men take the lumber from the trucks and place it upon chains

which carry it to one of the stackers in the
building. Here the lumber is stacked on
edge, as shown in the pictures illustrating
this article.
After the lumber is stacked it is carried by
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transfer car handling the loads on the dry

kiln trucks, is able to deliver any carload to
any kiln as it is needed.
The charge system of kilndrying is used,
the lumber being put in at the front end of
the kiln from the receiving platform, and be-

ing taken out of the end of the kiln onto
the discharging platform and into the cooling
room. The receiving and discharging plat-

forms of this battery of twenty kilns are of
such dimension and arrangement as to allow
assembling a full charge for the kiln at the
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vantage of such an installation

Is

that the

thermometers are protected from the ele-

ments and from the steam that comes out of
the dry kilns around the doors. The heavy
type of housing is designed to protect the instruments should a load of lumber fall against
the timber to which they are attached.
Cooling Room and Unstwker
When the six carloads of lumber have been
taken from the car at the delivery platform
they remain on the trucks in the cooling
room about 24 hours. The cooling room, with
its annexes, is 105x242 feet, and is of the
same general mill construction, in common
with the other plant buildings, with the exception that the walls do not extend to the
floor, but stop about three feet above it on
two sides, which allows the free ingress and
egress of air.
When the lumber is sufficiently cooled, the
loads are taken to the unstacker, which deposits the lumber upon a chain which carries
it by a swing trimmer and a Wm. B. Mershon & Co. band rip-saw, to which that portion of the lumber which is in need of refining is conveyed, and which lend their efforts
in sustaining the quality.
The chain on which the lumber is carried
from the unstacker is 240 feet long. Here it
is regraded, and all the lumber is removed,
and again assembled into units, according to
grades, lengths, thickness, and widths, and is
again carried by the monorail system to the
dry lumber building, the planing mill, or the
I

INTERIOR OF THE FILING ROOM OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION SAWMILL AT TOLEDO, OREGON, SHOWING VERY SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT OF COVEL
MACHINERY FOR THE EXPEDITIOUS FITTING OF SAWS

car loading dock.
The Dry Lumber Builditig
That portion of the kilndried lumber which

is not needed at the time the monorail takes
it from the dry lumber sorting chains (for
receiving end, and taking out a full charge mometers of the twenty kilns, which F. W. further manufacture in the planing mill, or
six carsat the discharging end, at one time. Stevens, general manager of the plant, mod- for shipment is picked up by the monorail
When a charge has been in the kiln about 72 estly admits he originated, is found in the in the units in which it had been assembled
hourswhich is the average time required location of these sensitive instruments, which and carried to the dry lumber building, lofor drying the lumberthe doors at the dis- are usually affixed to the kiln door where cated northwest of the dry kilns.
The dry lumber building is 84x465 feet,
charging end of the kiln are opened, the six they are subject to escaping steam and afcars removed onto the discharging platform, fected by the elements. The thermometers and 36 feet high, its timber foundations restthe door closed, and the door at the recdiv- for the Pacific Spruce Corporation battery of ing upon piling driven twenty-five to thirty
ing end opened and a new charge immedi- kilns however are located in sets of four on feet in the ground.
ately put in, thus insuring a maximum an 8x14-inch upright timber, securely anThe monorail enters this building at its
capacity with uniform drying conditions, be- chored to a piling about six feet in front of northeast corner, where, by an arrangement
cause the kiln has not had opportunity to the kilns. They are housed in 2-inch walls, of switches, it divides into four parallel lines,
cool during the opening and closing of the with a door 14 inches wide, which when down any one of which the hoists can carry
doors.
open reveals the four thermometers, one the units, and deposit them with OTHER
above the other, each numbered with the units of similar grade and species. The caThermometers ingeniously Arranged
corresponding number of its kiln, with which pacity of this dry lumber building is about
An ingenious arrangement of the ther- it is connected by a flexible conduit. The ad- 2,000,000 feet.
Another dry lumber building now under
construction to the northwest of this building, and parallel to it, is 189 feet wide, 470
feet long and 36 feet high. The monorail
system, which continues from the first dry
lumber building to this second one, divides,
as it enters the building, into eight separate
lines, which proceed the entire length of the
building and emerge from its farther end upon a single line, as do the four lines in the
first building. This building, when completed, will hold about 4,000,000 feet of lumber,
piled in units.
THREE GREAT DEPARTMENTS
UNDER A SINGLE ROOF

The planing mill, the dressed lumber division, and the miscellaneous lumber depart1nent, are so constructed that each adjoins
the other, and all are covered by the same
roof. This building is the largest one belonging to the Pacific Spruce Corporation
if not the largest building devoted to such
activities in Americaand its size may be
VISUALIZED by the information that the
planing mill occupies a room 200x200 feet;
the dessed lumber storage (in which is also
included the car-loading docks) is 84x720
feet, and the miscellaneous lumber space is
45x306 feet.

The building is of the general mill conbered foundation resting on piling driven
twenty-five to thirty feet in the ground. The
portion of this building which is occupied
by the planing mill is built entirely of Sitka
struction type of the others, with a tim-

spruce, with the exception of the floor, which
is of old growth yellow Douglas fir.
INTERIOR OF THE REMANUFACTURING ROOM OF PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION
AT TOLEDO, OREGON, SHOWING RESAWS AT THE HACK AND A FINE SWEEP OF
ALL EXCEPT THE TRANSFER TO SORTER
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The purpose of having these three buildings under one roof is to insure that the
lumber which comes from the dry-kilns or

the dry storage building, on the monorail,
for manufacturing purposes in the planing
mill, or for shipping at the loading deck,
shall not be subjected to the elements, but
shall remain under cover from the time it is
taken to the building until it is loaded in the
cars.

THE SUPERIOR PLANING MILL AND
ALL COLLATERAL FEATURES

The planing mill is situated in the great
building referred to above, 105 feet southwest of the dry lumber building, and is
200x200 feet in area, and under a roof of
sufficient height to allow the installation of
the blower system, and the cyclone, of the
Archer Blower & Pipe Co. of Seattle, above
the MACHINES, and beneath the roof.
The planing mill has an abundance of
windows which provide sufficient light for
the workmen.
The monorail system with its lumber units

from either the dry kilns or the dry lumber
storage, enters the planing mill at its southeast corner and extends the full length of
that side. Directly under the monorail are
six sets of gravity rolls, upon which the units
are placed by the monorail, and which rolls
convey them to those particular machines by
which they are to be converted into the finished product. These gravity rolls are each
of sufficient length to accommodate five units
of lumber, thus providing a continuous supply for the machines.
The planing mill of the Pacific Spruce Cor-

poration enjoys the distinction of being the
nearest to 100 percent electrified of any
planing mill we have had the privilege of describing in these columns. The first 10 0-per-

cent motorized planer ever constructeda
No. 701-B Woods mouldermade by the S.

A. Woods Machine Co. of Boston, Mass., is
installed here. Five other machines are located in this planing mill, side by side, and
others will be installed as the needs demand.
The S. A. Woods Machine Co. of Boston,
Mass., has a well balanced installation of
machines in this plant, as follows:

SORTER NO. 1 OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION AT TOLEDO, OREGON,
SHOWING 110W CLEAR LUMBER IS HANDLED TO THE STACKERS AND THENCE
TO TilE KILNS OF THAT INSTITUTION
on the large dressed lumber building, as follows: "The studding being placed on 24-inch
centers, it was necessary that the lumber be
trimmed to exact lengths, and this was ac-

complished by adjusting the screws in the
slot so that when the siding was cut and applied to the building it was not necessary for
Two No. 404-B 6x15-inch matchers, motor- the carpenters to square or saw off any of
driven side heads, and motor to drive coun- the ends, except around the windows."
tershaft, top and bottom cylinders belted to
The lumber from the 404-B matchers is
countershaft.
deposited on a chain which conveys it to a
One No. 701 6x15-inch, full 100-percent belt. From this belt it is automatically deelectrically-driven moulder.
livered to another belt (running in the oppoOne No. 131 fast-feed outside moulder, site direction and to which there is an inmotor-driven side heads; countershaft driven cline), which carries it to a chain directly
by motors; cylinders driven by belt from above the one on which it was delivered from
countershaft.
One No. 404-B 6x25-inch fast-feed planer
with motor-driven countershaft; side heads

the machines, and where it is then graded.

The advantage that is gained by this instal-

lation of chains and beltswhtch is locally
called the "Merry-Go-Round"is- that the
lumber, whatever its length. may, be when it
comes from the planer, ispre8ented to the
grader with the ends even
The lumber which is perfect is removed

from this chain and placed in its proper cow
partment of the sorting box, of pigeon-hole,
type, for bundling. The li.imber which is im-

perfect as to trim is pttlled off the sorting
chain, and placed upon a table at a trim saw,
where the trimmerman trims it and deposits it again upon a belt which conveys
the board back onto the upper section of sorting chain, where it again passes the grader.
After it is graded it is then put into its proper

and cylinders driven by belts from countershaft.
One No. 404-BM 6x15-inch 100-percent
motorized planer and matcher.

6x19-inch planer and
last named machine has
motor-driven countershaft, with top and bottom cylinders belt-driven from countershaft.
One

matcher.

No.

404-C

The

In addition to the above machines the S.

A. Woods Machine Co. has installed one No.
226 automatic knife grinder; one No. 227

side and profile head grinder; one No. 229
setting and jointing stand and three Woods
patented automatic feeding tables.
In addition to the above machines, the
planing mill has a Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
band resaw, an American Wood Working Machinery Co. band rip-saw, and one StetsonRoss 6x15-inch matcher.
SECURING PLANING
MILL PERFECTION

As an evidence of the desire of the Pacific
Spruce Corporation to produce perfect finished stock, attention is directed to the apparatus and methods used in trimming the
lumber which comes from the matchers,
which also are used in trimming lumber from
all the machines. This device is a gauge
manufactured by the Leaver Manufacturing
Co. of California. It consists of steel stops,
which by means of a screw are adjustable to
the smallest fraction of an inch, these stops
being spaced 1 inch apart, for a distance of
20 feet in the steel angle gauge bar, each instantly movable in or out of action.
As an example of the perfection of these SORTER NO. 2 OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION AT TOLEDO, OREGON,
stops in operation, the management cited the SHOWING HOW THE COMMON LUMBER IS HANDLED, MOST OF WHICH GOES TO
case of the manufacture of the siding used
THE GREEN STORAGE YARD FOR WATER SHIPMENT
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inch fan furnished by the Archer Blower &

Pipe Co. of Seattle, and is driven by a 300-H.
P. synchronous General Electric motor belted
to the fan. The main blowpipe is 740 feet

in length and is of 34 inches diameter, and
the pipe leading from the fan to the cyclone
is 38 inches in diameter. The suction pipes
taper as the distance to the machine is increased.

Planing Mill Grinding Room
The grinding room equipment in the planing mill was furnished by the Machinery Co.
of America of Big Rapids, Mich., and consists of one No. 226 knife grinder; one No.
229 jointing stand; one No. 227 head grinder,
and one bench emery wheel. Winningham
and Philbrick cutter heads are used, the
former manufactured by the Smith Cannery
Machine Co. of Seattle, and the latter by the
Philbrick Cutter Head Co. of Seattle.
Disposition of Refuse

Two outlets are offered for the refuse resulting from these trimmers at the present
time. A quantity of it has been sold in the
past to the people of Toledo for fuel; another
portion has been fed to the knifeless hog,
manufactured by the Williams Patent Crusher & Pulverizer Co. of St. Louis, Mo., from
which machine it is carried to the fuel house,
by the blower system.
The Pacific Spruce Corporation is now pre-

paring to use a vast portion of spruce waste
for many various purposes, by a well-known
INTERIOR OF TUE MACHINE SHOP OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION AT
TOLEDO, OREGON, SHOWING A SMALL PART OF TIlE COMPLETE EQUIPMENT NOT
INCLUSIVE OF THE BLACKSMITH SHOP

cobapartment as to grade, size and length,
preparatory tO bundling.
Should there be more pieces to be trimmed

tJiall it is possible for the first trimmerman
to take care of, such pieces continue on the
sorting chain to the end, where they drop on
to

a jejt which conveys these pieces to a

table in front of a second trjmmerman, who
trims them and deposits the lumber on the
lower section of chain where it starts on its
second or, baekwarçl course,

joining the

stream of lumber from, the other trimmer.
Following the grading:of the lumber and

the bund'ing of that part of it that is to be
bundled, the finished product is again assembled in units accoiding tosize and grade,

and a close tally is kept of all lumber so

placed in units. When a unit is completed
the exact number of feet it contains is marked
upon a board, which is secured to the end of
the unit, and upon this board is also placed

the number of the unit, the grade and the

kind of lumber.
In addition to the standard patterns of all
dressed lumber and mouldings, the planing
mill

of

the

Pacific

Spruce

Corporation

speializes In T/2x4-inch Sitka spruce Cali-

laminated process.
THE DRESSED LUMBER

STORAGE DEPARTMENT

Following the planing mill, the most important department in this great building,
which houses three departments, is that in
which the dressed lumber is stored, and there,
active up and down the lines, the Gerliuger
lumber carrier, manufactured by the Dallas
Machine & Locomotive Works, Dallas, Oreg.,
shows its greatest activity, picking up the
units of lumber and transporting them to a
point under the great 80-foot span crane
which operates in this division over the storage and shipping platforms. The Gerlinger
is a type of motor truck familiar in the west,
which "straddles" its load and lifts by slings,
much as "big wheels" straddle a load of logs.

fornia novelty siding, for which it has
The crane picks up the "unit" and either
developed an excellent rail trade.
places it in storage or delivers it at the car
door.
The Blower System
The blower system consists of a double 100- STORAGE DIVISION FOR
THE SURPLUS UNITS

In addition to the large dressed lumber
building is of adequate capacity to store
that proportion of units coming from the
departmen.t, the third general division of this

dressed lumber storage which cannot be put
into the car; and also to provide a place for
miscellaneous lumber.

The lumber is carried into this division by

the Gerlinger carrier and stored vertically.
The purpose of this building is to fill mixed
car orders and to take care of local sales.
A building 24x80 feet located 250 feet

nort.hwest of the dressed lumber building,
and of skeleton frame construction, with galvanized iron sides and roof, is the storage
place

for the Ford jitneys used about the

plant, and for the Gerlinger lumber carrier.
The loading dock, from which the cars are
loaded, is located within this great "threepurpose" building. It is 20 feet wide and
520 feet long and can accommodate fourteen

Loading is done from the right-hand
side facing the back of the building.
cars.

THE LARGE TIMBER SIZER
AT THE TOLEDO PLANT
The timber sizer of the Pacific Spruce Corporation is a 16x20-inch Stetson-Ross Co.

(Seattle, Wash.) machine, located in a building 20x30 feet, frame construction on piling,

situated adjacent to the timber dock at the
end of the mill. The timbers to be dressed
are brought to the sizer and taken away from

it by the monorail system; and in addition
thereto, lumber may be taken from the sortTHE GREAT STETSON-ROSS MACHINE WORKS SIZER NO. 4=A, WITH ITS CREW, ing chains, or the green storage, and delivAS INSTALLED BY THE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION AT TOLEDO, OREGON ered in units by the monorail, at the sizer,
on the transfer chains.
AND SI-lOWING MACHINE FROM DELIVERY END
6f

VIEW MADE TO SHOW THE EQUIPMENT OF THE MONORAIL SYSTEM ERECTED AT THE PLANT OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE
CORPORATION AT TOLEDO, OREGON, FOR THE ECONOMIC CONVEYANCE OF LUMBER. IN THE PICTURE CARRIER NO. 5
SHOWS IN THE FOREGROUND, WITH CARRIER NO.4 ON THE CURVE IN REAR CENTER
THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM OF THE
The unit is then transferred to the front THE MAChINE SHOP AT
of the sizer where it is fed through, and THE TOLEDO PLANT
PACIFIC SPRIJCE CORPORATION
again assembled as a unit, on rolls at the
The switchboard of the Pacific Spruce CorThis
building
is
40x120
feet,
20
feet
high.
rear of the machine.
poration office is connected with Toledo by
It
is
located
parallel
to
the
sawmill
and
about
When a unit is completed, it is then moved
two trunk lines and is in charge of an operaon the rolls a short distance to a set of trans- 50 feet distant and southwest from it.
tor who performs the usual duties. The difthis
building
consists
of
The
equipment
ij
fer chains where it is again transferred under
ferent departments of the plant are intertwo
lathes,
a
shaper,
two
drill
presses,
a
bolt
the monorail. The monorail then picks up
connected through this switchboard by eight
the unit and places it on a lighter or on a threading machine, a large planer, a boring stations, any one of which can be connected
flat car. By this method of handling it is mill, an acetylene welding outfit, one electric with tke.,main office or any other department
necessary to use only two men for the opera- welder, a triphammer, and equipment for of the jilan or on long distance.
tion.
sheet metal work, consisting of a roll, shears
Camp 12 is reached on a privately owned
We next come to the machine shop on the and a pincher, two forges and a power shear line direct from the office switchboard. There
lock next to the river.
and punch.
are about seven miles of copper o this line.

THESE TWO PICTURES SHOWN ABOVE ARE PRINTED TO ELUCIDATE FURTHER THE USE OF THE PAWLING & HARNISCI-IFEGER MONORAIL LUMBER CARRYING SYSTEM AT THE PLANT OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION AT TOLEDO,
OREGONCARRIER UNITS NOS. AND 4 AT WORK
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Connection with Camp 1 is made through
Newport, Oreg. The logging operations of
Camp I4have a telephone at every one of the
sidings, in the office, at the log dump and the
machine shop, and at the home of the superintendent. About 25 miles of line are being
maintained to Camp 1.
HIGh-CLASS FIRE PROTECTION
FOR TIlE TOLEDO PLANT
The Pacific Spruce Corporation has perfected in great detail the installation of

and a lock. In case of fire, if the key cannot

be found, the leather hasp may be cut with
a knife, and the door opened.
The Sprinkler System

As a further precaution against fire, each

building is equipped with

an

automatic

sprinkling system, furnished by the Pacific
Fire Extinguisher Co., of San Francisco.
Leading off of the 8-inch main are 42 drypipe lines, each one of which carries an average of 300 automatic heads, the entire
equipment, and organization, to protect its number of heads throughout the entire plant
sawmill and other buildings from fire. In being 12,600. The 42 dry-pipe lines are loaddition to a complete hydraulic system, va- cated as follows: Sawmill, 10: fuel house,1;
rious fire-protective practices have been in- sorting chain, 6; stacker house, 2; dry lumaugurated, and appliances provided, which reber building, 2; dry kilns, 2; cooling buildduce the fire hazard of the company to a ing, 4; unstacker loom, 2; cafeteria, 1; timminimum.
ber sizer, 1; planing mill, 5; loading mill, 4;
The main fire system consists of one Worth- and dressed lumber building, 2.
ington No. 1 fire pump and one FairbanksThere are 26 post indicators to the dry
Morse No. 2 fire pump, both 10x12x18 inches valves with a glass in the top showing

Adjacent to every motor is a barrel filled
with water and provided with two pails; also
a Pyrene fire extinguisher. At various points
throughout the plant, sixty two-gallon acid
tanks are hung on posts. These posts are
painted red, as is the adjacent woodwork

around them, making them strikingly distinguishable from any part of the building.
Every forty or fifty feet throughout the
mill and in the other buildings, a 2-inch wateipipe is brought up through the floor from
one of the laterals and attached to it is fifty
feet of 1-inch hose, folded neatly in a hose
rack. Two of these are located in the boiler
room above and two on the lower floor in
front of the Dutch oven. There is one back
of the boiler; three in the fuel bin, nine in
the dressed lumber building, six in the planing mill, two in the cafeteria, two in the
"Smoke House," and the others are distributed throughout the sawmill and other
buildings, at such distances that four or five

DETAILS OF LUMBER STACKING OPERATIONS OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION, AT TOLEDO, OREGON
(1) Interior of Stacker Building Equipped with Four North Coast Dry Kiln Co. Evans Patent Stackers. (2) Close View of Evans Stacker with a
Nearly Completed Load of 2-inch Stock. (3) Showing detail of Evans Patent "Tilting Lumber Stacker," Two Courses of Boards in Place. (4)
View Showing at Right, part of Cross Transfers. (5) Detail of Stacker after Binders are Put On. (6) The Stacker Building of the Pacific Spruce
Corporation at Toledo, Oregon.

with combined capacity of 2,000 gallons per whether they are open or closed. These are
minute, located in the power house, where painted maroon and are conspicuous from a
they are connected with an 8-inch main from considerable distance.
which all the laterals are carried to the hyAuxiliary Equipment
drants and sprinklers. The pumps have 12The Pacific Spruce Corporation's effort to
inch suction pipes and are located near the
water line, which assures a maximum of ef- secure complete fire protection does not end
ficiency. From the 8-inch main, 27 6-inch with the hydrants and the sprinkling system,
laterals are taken off which lead to the 27 but is carried out in minutest detail in other
hydrants, located at conveniently available installations.
The moment a fire starts and the automatic
points in and about the plant.
Eleven of these hydrant houses are gong is sounded, the pumps are started and
equipped with a 100-foot rope, eye-spliced a Lunkenheimer steam siren sounds the genat the end and sized at the other, which is eral alarm. Cards giving the signals for the

used to carry the hose to the tops of the location of fires are posted throughout the
buildings when necessary. The nozzles have plant.
Fire companies have been organized for
1-inch openings, and have known presthe manning of each hydrant; captains are
sures of 100 to 147 pounds at the nozzle.
Either one of the pumps located in the selected and practice frequent drills.
Every building is equipped with one or
power house is capable of sustaining a 100pound pressure on four nozzles. Each hy- more spruce fire ladders placed conveniently
drant has a door provided with a leather hasp and constantly ready for service.
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streams from these pipes may be turned on
an incipient fire at the same time.
Each day the entire sawmill and other
buildings are hand swept, and on Sundays
and holidays an air compressor cleans the
walls of the building and the timbers thoroughly.
The Fire Chief
E. D. Tibbets, chief engineer of the Pacific
Spruce Corporation, and who has complete
charge of the fire equipment, as well as all
other engineering features at the power house,
was born and raised in Minnesota, where his

father was owner of a sawmill. He has followed sawmill and power plant engineering
for 23 years. Since coming to the west, about
six years ago, he has managed a power plant
at Springfield. Oreg., and held the position of
chief engineer for a large lumber company at
Eugene, Oreg. His son, Harry A. Tibbets, is
first assistant. Mr. Tibbets takes particular pride in the fire protection department of

SHOWING DRY-KILN
EQUIPMENT OF TUE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION
COMBINATION
ENGRAVING
(1) Kiln Door Carrier. (2) Two Kiln Cars Dry Lumber in Cooling Shed. (5) Kiln Trucks of Sitka Spruce Shop. (4) Green Lumber on Kiln Trucks.
(5) Fourteen Kiln Trucks of Dry Lumber. (6) Interior of KUrt No. 13. (7) General Birdseye View of Kiln Group. (8) Fourteen Northwest Blower
Co. Fais. (9) Electrical Switches Under Dry-Kllns. (10) Fan 1Iotors. (11) Transfer Car. (12) "Unstacker." (13) Dry Lumber Sorter.
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LEFTI-IAND ENGRAVING REPRESENTS S. A. WOODS MACHINE 404-B. CENTER ENGRAVING SHOWS LINE OF S. A. WOODS
MACHINES, 404-B IN FOREGROUND. RIGHT ENGRAVING SHOWS MANY OF THE PLANING MILL DELIVERY TABLES
FOR "FINISH" LUMBER

the Pacific Spruce Corporation and personally investigates the entire system from time to

the Allis-Chalmers people with their customary dispatch had most of the machinery tielivered or en route, and the government decided to go on and build the mill.
As originally designed the mill was strictly a spruce-manufacturing proposition. The
principal changes required to adapt it to allround commercial manufacture of all the timber species we have mentioned herein were
the addition of more edger and trimmer ca-

cific Coast products, at market prices, for an
extraordinary length of time. The customer
who buys here and there and who forms no
permanent connection with a company able to

SERVICES RENDERED TIlE CUS-

was signed on August 8, 1918and then

TOMER BY PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES

the timber resources of the Pacific Spruce Cotporation.

airplanes with which to help whip the Get-

The customers of the Pacific Spruce Cor
poration, through the C. D. Johnson Lumber
Co., are assured a supply of ALL their Pa-

Pacific Spruce Corporation, buying through
the C. D. Johnson Lumber Co., are informed
that they will be able to secure the highest
grades and types of Sitka spruce and old
growth yellow Douglas fir at this institution

time.

The lumber manufacturing plant of the

Pacific Spruce Corporation was purchased

from the Spruce Production Board along with
the timber, but not in altogether the form in
which it now exists and has been described.

It WAS a good and up-to-date plant for its
original purpose, having been designed by
Peter Swan, a millwright, who has built many

of the modern Pacific coast plants; and the
Allis-chalmers Co. was awarded the contract
for the complete mechanical equipment. This
along came the Armistice! By the eleventh
of November, however, when it became known
that the need for spruce wherewith to build
mans had completely abated and disappearcd.

pacity.

supply his EVERY need at all times, with

promptness and careful attention to the mmutest detail, has failed to realize the benefits
to be derived from forming such a connection,

as enjoyed through a long period of years.
Customers of the C. D. Johnson Lumber Co.
are assured of such enviable service through

Right at this point the customers of the

THIS PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE INTERIOR OF THE PLANING MILL OF THE PACIFIC SPRUCE CORPORATION AT TOLEDO, ORE6O?
COULD BE MADE OF THE INTERIOR. THIS IS NOT A BUILDING BY ITSELF BUT ONLY ONE OF FOUR DIVISIONS IN A GREAT GENERAL
TYPE ON THE PACIFIC COAST AND IS MADE UP ALMO
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LEFT VIEW, PLANING ROOM BUNDLING DEPARTMENT WHERE SIDING,CEILING AND FLOORING ARE HANDLED.
CENTER ENGRAVING, THE WESTINGHOUSE INSTALLATION OF SWITCHES IN THE PLANING MILL. ENGRAVING AT
RIGHT, THE GERLINGER LUMBER CARRIERWHICH RUNS LIKE A RABBIT OVER ALL THE WORKS
for at least forty years; and western hemlock
and western red cedar for the same period of
time.

It is realized that this statement is rather

astonishing; and it is not handicapped by any
comparison of this locality with any other locality as to such prolonged service to a customer. There may be operators who MAKE
such a statement; but the writer (who makes
THIS statement) stakes his reputation as
having worth-while judgment in matters of

timber researchdone practicallyand with
a view that those in interest may afterward
predicate any arguments they wish to ad-

vance in connection with the selling of their
timber products, on the statements made in
this article.
Quality Is Aim In Manufacture
The supply being assured for a long pe-

nod of time, the next thing to be considered
by the long-time customer is the quality of
the product; and here is where the Pacific

Of necessity some of the statements that
already have been made in the discussion of

pany throughout all processes of manufacture
and shipment of the product.
The timber holdings of the Pacific Spruce
Corporation are equally divided with respect

presented herein.

same treatment in manufacture to insure the
highest quality of product.

Fir FinishOne of these is fir finish, made
from the old growth yellow Douglas fir. The

the timber and some that have been made
with regard to the manufacture of the lumexercised every care in order that the cus- ber, enter into the service rendered the customer may be assured the very highest quali- tomer and these features cannot be too
strongly dwelt upon. The buyer will find on
ty of lumber and also uniform grades, thick- reading
ALL these grand divisions that the
nesses, lengths and widthsthose character- Pacific Spruce
Corporation has had his needs
istics which make for satisfied customers, in mind first, last
and always; and this will
which is the aim and purpose of the com- be realized from whatever
angle viewed, as
Spruce Corporation took every precaution and

It is well to touch here on some of the
many factors where "service of the cus-

is the watchword of the Pacific Spruce
to the amounts of Sitka spruce and old tomer"
growth yellow Douglas fir; and the timber Corporation, in producing high-grade specialis about the same age, and admits of the ties.

VAS SECURED IN NORMAL DAYLIGHTIT SHOWS THE WHOLE SWEEP FROM THE ONLY' VIEWPOINT FROM WHICH A PHOTOGRAPH
URPOSE BUILDING USED FOR MANY INSTALLATIONS. THIS IS AN ELECTRICALLY INSTALLED PLANING MILL OF THE HIGHEST
I' ENTIRELY OF S. A. WOODS MACHINE CO. MACHINES
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